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5. List of clips
5.1

Clips summary
Total time of sequences:
(all sequences added together)
Clip
number(s)

Title

approx. 12 mins

Main purposes

Duration
(mins:secs:
frames)

4Kp60 sequences

Numbers T2V041 0nn

T2V041001

Silver_dome

General codec test with complex
scene and ‘difficult’ subjects incl.
water, reflections with static
background

00:26:00

T2V041002

Monorail

Straightforward codec efficiency
test in reasonably complex scene

00:25:08

T2V041003

Night_travelator Codec stress test with lots of
moiré fringing and irregular
movement

00:25:00

T2V041004

Pool_shark

00:25:00

T2V041005

Ice_cream_van Global motion with translation and 00:25:00
rotation

T2V041006

Venetian_crossi Complex scene as people walk
ng
towards camera

T2V041007

Fountain

4Kp24 sequences

'Codec nightmare', where motion
vector tracking is extremely
difficult

00:26:01

Codec stress test with many
00:25:00
similar reflective/transparent small
areas

Numbers T2V041 1nn

T2V041101

Footbridge

Codec test when the moving
subjects (the people) are
substantially obscured, some of
the time behind fine lines

01:01:18

T2V041102

Shopping_mall

Codec test with slow pan/scroll
left/right in a highly contrasting
scene with strong patterns

00:36:16

T2V041103

Ferry_arrives

Slow tracking of subject in largely 00:50:09
static (complex) background but
with water and obscuration
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Begin

End

Vid

T2V041 4K
T2V041104

Cabot_Tower

Test with random movement
00:57:20
(including rotation), irregular
foreground (grass) man-made
structure and largely monochrome
blue sky

T2V041105

PedXing

Motion vector test, tracking people 00:32:00
in a detailed scene

T2V041106

Waterfall

Largely static shot but sunlit
waterfall makes motion vector
tracking impossible on water

00:18:12

T2V041107

The_Matthew

Codec test with smooth scrolling
and panning in complex scene

00:27:19

4Kp50 sequences

Numbers T2V041 2nn

T2V041201

Asakusa_man

Continuous random movement of 00:24:16
background / subject tracking with
foreground obscuration, and no
global movement

T2V041202

Nippon_Express Smooth panning motion left-wards, 00:44:00
tracking a subject with continually
varying obscuration and heat-haze
causing continual minor
movements of parts of the picture

T2V041203

Changing_the_g Codec efficiency test with scenes 00:27:22
uard
with limited movement, plus global
translation, plus low brightness
transition

T2V041204

Golden_statue

Smooth panning motion rightwards with a few irregular global
movements

T2V041205

Beijing_traffic

Codec efficiency test where scene 00:30:40
changes from one where there is
no global motion & limited subject
motion, to one where there is a
global pan and zoom, plus
continual subject movement

T2V041206

Fast_walk

Codec stress and efficiency test of 00:20:10
grainy night scene with strong
video effects applied
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00:26:11

